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response with wild types. The latter two studies, however, do not specify the
illumination intensity used and can therefore perhaps only be interpreted as a maximal
possible response obtainable in these strains. It is therefore conceivable that a complete
description of a molecular-genetically EM function for clock genes can only be obtained
by collecting full dose response curves using a variety of spectral light compositions.
Under entrained conditions (experiment 2) the cFos response in the mCry-/- mice
seems to be consistent with the EM model: in the late subjective night (ExT 4) the
mCry2-/- mice respond to light whereas the mCry1-/- mice do not, and in the early
subjective night (ExT 20) the reverse is found. The results obtained in the mPer
deficient mice seem to corroborate the results obtained under free running conditions:
mPer2 mutant mice have an overall reduced light response both in the morning (ExT
4) and in the evening (ExT 20), whereas the mPer1 mutant mice have similar
responses as their wild type controls. 
The difference found between entrained and free running conditions in the mCry
deficient mice is not easily explained. Under entrained conditions the circadian system
of mCry1-/- mice may have such a positive phase angle relative to the LD cycle that the
dead zone appears already in the early morning. Similarly, the mCry2-/- mice may have
such a lagging phase angle that the dead zone is shifted to the evening. This does not
seem a satisfactory explanation since behavioural phase angle differences under exactly
the same entraining light conditions did not exceed 0.5 h (Spoelstra et al. 2004). It is
possible that light conditions during entrainment change the phasing of light response
properties of the circadian system (Daan and Pittendrigh 1976a). A differential role for
mCry1 and mCry2 in circadian light response processes may perhaps be only revealed
during entrained conditions. The importance of this finding is not trivial since the
circadian system has evolved to be functional under entrained conditions, and Aschoff
type II like experiments may therefore be most relevant for our understanding of the
functionality of the circadian system. The discrepancy between entrainment and free
running protocols in assessing both phase shifts and immediate early gene expression
has so far received far too little attention. 
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Photoperiod and the expression of
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ABSTRACT

The adjustment of daily activity time to the varying length of the day in diurnal animals and of
the night in nocturnal creatures has been one of the main functions originally attributed to the
putative dual oscillator structure of circadian pacemakers in mammals. The theory proposes an
oscillatory component M that accelerates in response to light and thereby follows dawn
(Morning), and a component E that decelerates in response to light and locks on to dusk
(Evening). In this article we test whether the function is compromised in mice where one of
the oscillators is hypothetically made dysfunctional by a genetic manipulation. We exposed
mouse strains to changing "skeleton photoperiods", composed of two light pulses at varying
intervals (PPs) in the 24 hours to find out whether activity time α became compressed into the
shortened dark intervals. Wildtype mice clearly demonstrate this systematic compression of α.
The answer for mice with genetic manipulation of genes belonging to the central clock
machinery in the suprachiasmatic nucleus is ambiguous. mCry2-/- knockouts did show α
compression, refuting the proposition that mCry2 is required exclusively for one of the
oscillators.  In contrast, mCry1-/- knockouts did not show α compression, which is consistent
with the idea that mCry1 is needed exclusively for one of the oscillators. The per mutants used
had rhythms too sloppy for the analysis of α, except for one mPer2Brdm1 mutant, which again
did not show any sign of α compression. A firm conclusion awaits further experiments with
more precise mper mutants.



INTRODUCTION

The daily timing of animal behaviour is largely based upon endogenous circadian
programs. These programs evolved to match the daily cycle outside that is generated by
the earth’s rotation. The period of this external cycle, 24 hours, is identical and
unchanging everywhere on earth. Yet the pattern of day and night is highly variable
between latitudes and between seasons. The endogenously generated program will only
make sense if it is tuned to the latitude and season where and when the animal lives.
Circadian pacemakers, that are largely responsible for the generation of these programs,
can reflect the prior photoperiodic history the animal has been exposed to. This is for
instance known for the melatonin production in sparrow pineals (Brandstätter et al.
2000) and in the spontaneous expression of cFOS protein in the rat SCN (Sumová et al.
1998). The molecular machinery that allows the pacemakers to tune their output to
the photoperiod outside is of major interest from a functional point of view. 
A persistent hypothesis on this issue has been Pittendrigh’s idea that the pacemaking
machinery consists of two components which tend to phase-lock to dawn and to dusk
as the daylength changes in the course of the year. These are then supposed to control
the beginning and end of the daily activity, such that these vary in the course of the
year in tune with sunrise and sunset. The model was originally proposed for activity in
small rodents (Pittendrigh and Daan 1976d), and was subsequently expanded to the
control of melatonin profiles in mammals (Ilnerová 1986) including humans (Wehr et
al. 2001). In a specific concrete form of the hypothesis the dawn- and dusk-
components have been associated with the mammalian genes Per1/Cry1 and
Per2/Cry2, respectively (Daan et al. 2001). The two components may either be active
within individual rhythmic circadian neurons (pacers) in the SCN, or they may be
distributed over different cells, as was recently observed in Drosophila (Stoleru et al.
2004; Grima et al. 2004; Yoshii et al. 2004).
The hypothesis predicts that in the absence of essential components from the pace-
making system, the endogenous circadian program should remain entrained, but no
longer adaptively follow the external day and night as in intact animals. This adjust-
ment is observed in wildtype animals by the compression and decompression of the
daily activity time α (Pittendrigh and Daan 1976c). In nocturnal rodents as the night
shortens the endogenously generated a shortens. Hence we expect that mice missing
either the dawn or the dusk component should not show such compression. We
decided to test this prediction in mice where one of the genes Per1, Per2, Cry1 or Cry2
are knocked out or rendered non-functional, since these genes have been implicated as
essential elements in either the dawn or the dusk component (Daan et al. 2001). 
The assay of a compression under the influence of daylength is complicated by the
masking influence of light. Since light tends to suppress activity of nocturnal rodents
under short nights a may appear shorter than under long nights by the direct sup-
pression of activity in light, even if the endogenous activity program has remained
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unchanged. This problem is largely avoided by studying a compression under skeleton
photoperiods, where only two brief light pulses representing dawn and dusk are
presented. Pittendrigh and Daan (1976b) have reported for Peromyscus leucopus and
Mesocricetus auratus that under a gradually shortening skeleton night these species
compress a. To a limited extent such compression would be predicted on the basis of
the phase response curve as the first pulse may delay the onset of activity and the
second pulse may advance its end, such that the time in between is less than in
constant darkness. However, compression went much further than predicted from the
PRC’s of Peromyscus leucopus and Mesocricetus auratus alone before the activity would
“jump over” to the longer dark interval, suggesting that indeed the internal program
codes for the length of the night interval (Pittendrigh and Daan 1976b). Building on
the same experimental approach we have now subjected mice (Mus musculus) with
functional deletions of part of their clock machinery to a long sequence of changing
skeleton photoperiods. Here we report how their daily activity times (a) respond to
these changes.

METHODS

Male mice with functional deletions of Cry1, Cry2, Per1, and Per2, respectively (15 per
genotype) and wildtype control mice (15 per strain) were used. The generation of
mCry1-/-, mCry2-/- mPer1Brdm1, mPer2Brdm1 has been described by van der Horst et al.
(1999) and Zheng et al. (2001b), respectively. All mice were housed individually in 25
x 25 x 40 cm cages, with food and water ad libitum, in a sound attenuated climatized
room, at a temperature of 23 ± 1 °C. Locomotor activity was recorded with a running
wheel (Ø 14 cm) in each cage, connected to an event recording system storing the
number of wheel revolutions in two minute intervals. All cages were placed at equal
distance to the light source (white fluorescent tube light 36W/85) and received 480 ±
140 Lux (700 ± 200 mW/m2) at the cage floor level. All mice were entrained to LD
12:12 for 14 days, followed consecutively by LD 8:16 for 14 days, LD 4:20 for 14 days,
and LD 2:22 for 32 days. The duration of the night was always symmetrically
lengthened when photoperiod was changed. After 32 days in LD 2:22, the 2 hours of
light were substituted by two separate 15 minute light pulses (skeleton photoperiod
PPs 2) with 1.5 hours of darkness in between. Every 14 days, the duration of the
skeleton photoperiod was increased by 2 hours, i.e., the first of the two pulses was
shifted one hour forward, and the second was shifted one hour backward. The whole
light schedule is visualised in figure 8.1.
For each skeleton photoperiod (PPs 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, and 22), we
established visually from the actograms (see figure 8.1 for examples) whether stable
entrainment was present. If so, we established the onset and end of activity over the
last 10 days of the interval in an objective quantitative manner. These times were
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defined as the first and last 2 minute interval in the 24-h profile where the activity
count exceeded the overall average count. The first is defined by starting from the
nadir to the acrophase (= center of gravity or mean vector direction), and the last by
going from the acrophase to the nadir. For a detailed description see Spoelstra et al,
(2004), with the modification that activity data were not averaged over τ but over 24
hours, the duration of the imposed T cycle. 

RESULTS

Figure 8.1 shows the complete actograms for one example from each of the genotypes
involved in the study. In the very lowest section of the actograms the animals were
exposed to DD and this reveals the endogenous period of the circadian systems at that
time. This is helpful in interpreting the pattern of entrainment in the circa 240 days
before. During the first 64 days, the animals were exposed to a full photoperiod,
decreasing gradually from 12 to 2 hours. This was done with the intention to have all
animals stably entrained to a long night and short day as rapidly as possible. From this
day onward the short day was replaced by two brief 1-h light pulses marking the
beginning (A) and end (B) of the day. A and B gradually move apart in steps of 1 hour
every fortnight until they merge again on day 228. We briefly discuss the patterns of
entrainment in each of these examples, using the term BA for the dark interval
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Figure 8.1 Examples of double plotted actograms for one animal from each of the genotypes
studied under changing skeleton photoperiods. The light schedule is indicated by dark vertical bars. 



between pulses B and subsequent A, and AB for the dark interval between pulses A
and subsequent B. The skeleton photoperiod is then AB + the duration of the two
light pulses.
The wildtype mouse in figure 8.1a had a normal τ of 23.9 h. Its circadian system was
entrained initially by the delaying or decelerating effects of pulse B. It remained
entrained with the activity in the interval BA, until this interval had been reduced from
22 h to 8 h. The jump to the interval AB occurred upon further reduction of BA to 6 h.
It was a backward, delay jump, probably induced by pulse A now also hitting the delay
zone of the PRC, in addition to B. Compression of α is clearly visible from BA 12 to 8 h.
The Cry-/- mouse in figure 8.1b had a short circadian period (τ = 22.6. h) and also
entrained via delays. In this case the single pulse B was not sufficient to generate the
necessary delay alone, and entrainment resulted by the animal exploiting the delay
effects of both A and B as long as these were sufficiently close together. By the time
pulse B started to hit the advance part of the PRC entrainment could no longer be
maintained and relative coordination ensued until the system could again lock on to
the delaying action of the two pulses when they became sufficiently close in time
again. The mCry2-/- mouse in figure 8.1c had a long τ (24.5 h) and locked on with
activity in the long dark interval, with pulse A generating sufficient advances for
entrainment all the way from BA = 22 down to BA = 6 h. Compression of alpha is
visible from BA = 10 down to BA = 6 h. At BA = 4 the jump to AB occurs via delaying
transients, until again the system is entrained via advances. This actogram clearly
suggests that mCry2-/- is capable of a compression.
The mPer1Brdm1 and mPer2Brdm1 mutants used in this experiment were unfortunately
characterized by rather poor expression of rhythmicity. The Per1 mutant in figure 8.1d
shows evidence of circadian rhythmicity in some parts of the record, but not in all, and
there is certainly no alpha visible or measurable on which to base any conclusion. The
Per2 mutant shown in figure 8.1e is not a representative example, since also for this
genotype, most animals had a poor expression of rhythmicity. We do show this except-
ion, however, since it clearly had an entrained rhythm throughout, and represents a
potentially very interesting case. The animal was continuously entrained by the
advancing effect of pulse A. It clearly maintained α throughout, without any com-
pression, until activity started well before the BA interval of 8 h, as though there was
no delaying effect of pulse B whatsoever. When B moved yet closer to A (BA = 6 h)
the pulses apparently had a strong advancing effect together and activity jumped over
by advancing into interval AB. 
Thus while these experiments demonstrate that the mCry2-/- mutant appears to retain
the capacity of a compression while the per data are of limited value, we obviously need
to quantify these effects. This is done in figures 8.2-4. For this purpose we first had to
establish for each skeleton photoperiod imposed the mean times of onset and end of
activity per individual. For figures 8.2 and 8.3, onset and end times of activity were
averaged per genotype, and averages plotted relative to the times of the two light pulses.
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In wildtype mice there was a dichotomy of behaviours related to whether animals had
an endogenous period τ shorter than 24 h in DD, or a τ longer than 24 h. As expected
(Pittendrigh and Daan 1976b) mice of the first group entrained by phase delays, and
locked on with their activity onset to one of the two light pulses, while those of the
second group entrained by phase advances, locking on with the end of activity to one
of the pulses. We split up the wildtypes according to entrainment by delays or
advances. Figure 8.2 shows the data for the wildtypes entraining by delay (2A), for the
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Figure 8.2 Entrainment and phase of three groups of mice in changing skeleton photoperiods. A.
23 wildtype mice that entrained apparently by phase delays: the onset of activity was more or less
locked onto one of the pulses. B. 12 mCry1-/- mice. These all entrained also by phase delays. C. The
two only per1 mutants where stable phase of entrainment could be reliably assessed. For each
group, the left-hand panel (half double plotted shows the onsets and ends of activity (+/- s.e.m.) in
the left panel, the number of stably entrained individuals in the right-hand panel. 



Cry1-/- knockouts which all entrained by delays (2B), and for the two per1 mutants for
which phase could be reliably established (2C). Wildtype mice entraining by delays all
remained entrained with their activity onset locked on to the dusk pulse (i.e., the light
pulse originally occurring at the initial time of lights off), as predicted for animals with
short τ. Entrainment broke down with a ψ jump to the other interval when PPs
exceeded 16 h (Fig.8.2A). The Cry-/- mutant mice all entrained by delays, but here the
activity onset remained exclusively locked on to the prior dawn pulse (Figure 8.2B).
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Figure 8.3 Entrainment and phase of three groups of mice in changing skeleton photoperiods. A. 6
wildtype mice that entrained apparently by phase advances: the offsset of activity was more or less
locked onto one of the pulses. B. 12 mCry2-/- mice. These all entrained also by phase advances. C.
The single per2 mutant where stable phase of entrainment could be reliably assessed. For each
group, the left-hand panel (half double plotted shows the onsets and ends of activity (+/- s.e.m.) in
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This is no doubt related to the fact that mCry1-/- have a much shorter τ in DD than
wildtype mice, and tend to have an earlier phase in entrainment. No phase jump
occurred in this group because they had activity in the lengthening interval from
scratch. However, at intermediate PPs from PPs 8 till 18, the zeitgeber became too
weak for stable entrainment for most animals. For completeness we have included the
two sole mPer1Brdm1 mutants where activity onset and end could be established in
entrainment during part of the protocol, showing that both were entrained by delays.
These data are insufficient for further interpretation.
Figure 8.3 combines the data for all mice entraining via advances. This was true in 6 of
the wildtype mice, where the activity end locked on to the original dawn pulse. At PPs
14 the onset of activity collided with the dusk pulse, which then took over the main
entraining role. The ψ jump occurred here when PPs exceeded 16 h. All mCry2-/- mice
had essentially the same pattern (Figure 8.3B). Only the ψ jump occurred yet later,
around PPs 20. Figure 8.3C finally shows the quantified data of the singe mPer2
mutant that was clearly rhythmic and entrained throughout and of which the actogram
is shown in figure 8.1E. This animal entrained clearly by advances, following the dawn
pulse until the ψ jump at PPs 18. The dusk pulse collided with activity onset at PPs 10,
but appeared to elicit no response.
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On the basis of the activity onsets and ends for all animals under all conditions as used
in figures 8.2,3 we calculated the duration of activity time α (the length of the
horizontal bars in figure 8.2,3), and plotted these in figure 8.4. These show that the
initial average group alpha, unrestricted by skeleton photoperiod varied from circa 10
(Cry2-/-) till circa 13 h (Cry1-/-), with the wildtype mice in between. Compression took
place in the range of PPs between 10 and 16, just prior to the ψ jump. This appeared to
occur also in the Cry2-/- knockouts. Evidence for any a compression was observed
neither in the Cry1-/- knockouts nor in the single mPer2 mutant. The Per1 mutants
yielded no evidence as they were insufficiently rhythmic. 
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Based on the phase response curves published earlier for each of these genotypes, and
the τ values obtained in DD at the end of these experiments (see tabe 8.1) it is
possible to derive predictions of the stable phase of entrainment under different PPs,
along the lines proposed by Pittendrigh and Daan (1976b). This approach assumes
that phase shifts are instantaneous responses of a simple phase-only model of the
pacemaker, which is a reasonable assumption especially when short light pulses are
applied. The predictions are compared with observations in figure 8.5 for two
examples. Figure 8.5A shows the comparison for the wildtype mice with a circadian
cycle shorter than 24 hours (average length 23.75 h). The prediction is that the
system should initially remain locked on to the "dusk pulse" as the skeleton
photoperiod expands. At PPs = 12 hours, the two dark intervals are equally long and
here two solutions are possible. Around PPs 12 h there is a "zone of bistability"
(Pittendrigh 1981; Pittendrigh and Daan 1976b). The PRC yields a precise prediction
on the width of this zone of bistability. For a wildtype mouse with τ = 23.75 h this is
from PPs 10.9 till 13.1 h. The two phase positions of activity onset at PPs 13.1 h are
indicated in figure 8.5A. For longer PPs, only a single stable phase is predicted, with
activity onset at the beginning of the longest dark interval. As noted earlier by
Pittendrigh and Daan (1976b) for Peromyscus leucopus, the activity in reality remains in
the shorter interval much longer than predicted. The ψ jump occurs beyond PPs 20
rather than at PPs 14. 
Also in the mCry-/- mice there is a clear discrepancy between prediction on the basis of
a phase only PRC model and the entrainment observed. While prediction suggests that
the animals should stay entrained from scratch with the activity in the long dark
interval as in wildtype mice, the mCry1-/- mice have their activity locking on to the
dawn rather than the dusk pulse throughout the experiment. Thereby the phase jump
predicted is not observed at all.
Both discrepancies illustrate the difficulties of the phase only model and confirm the
conclusion drawn long ago on the basis of experiments in Peromyscus, that "the
unqualified model using a rigidly fixed species τ and PRC, is surely inadequate to explain
entrainment" (Pittendrigh and Daan 1976b). 

DISCUSSION

Before we focus on α compression we need first to elucidate some general principles in
entrainment by skeleton photoperiods as employed in the present experiments. The
first is that we usually see better entrainment under extreme PPs than under PPs in
the neighbourhood of 12 hours (figure 8.1 and right-hand panels of figures 8.2,3) .
This readily understood on the basis of the single light pulse PRC. When the two
pulses follow each other after a brief dark interval, they both hit either the delay part
of the PRC - in the case of systems with a short τ - or the advance part of the PRC - in
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the case of systems with a long period. Thereby the two pulses tend to reinforce each
other and hence constitute a stronger zeitgeber than a single pulse. 
When the two pulses are about 12 hours apart they will have the tendency to hit
opposite phases in the PRC and simultaneously generate delays and advances. These
will partly offset each other, and thereby effectively constitute a weaker zeitgeber.
Hence it should not surprise us that we often see freerunning rhythms, with evident
relative coordination in PPs around 12 h. This is for instance clearly visible in figure
1B, where the short t of an mCry1-/- knockout with its very short τ requires a greater
daily delay than the symmetrical PPs 12 can offer..
In spite of these global considerations, the real breakdown of entrainment often occurs
at larger PPs than 12. This is when the systems jump over, such that the subjective
night settles in the lengthening dark interval when it can no longer be contained in the
shorter interval. Hence the dysentrainment here is only temporary. The phenomenon
highlights an other feature specific for nearly symmetric dark interval. This is the
phenomenon of bistability, which has been made understood and fully evaluated by
Pittendrigh (1966; 1981). Briefly, when the two pulses are exactly 12 hours apart in a
skeleton photoperiod, the zeitgeber may be sufficiently strong to lead to stable
entrainment by frequency demultiplication. If so, the subjective night can be in either
interval because the two are identical; initial conditions determine and indeed fully
predict in which interval (Pittendrigh 1981). A tiny reduction of this one interval will
not interfere with entrainment, but as the interval gets shorter and shorter a moment
will come where this solution is no longer stable. The system will then phase jump so
that the subjetive night and activity move to the other, longer interval. Assuming that
the PRC and endogenous period t remain the same throughout entrainment one can
quantitatively predict at which PPs this will happen. As shown in figure 8.5, these
predictions are not met. The system will hang much longer with activity in the short
interval. This confirms for Mus musculus the results obtained by Pittendrigh and Daan
(1976b) for Peromyscus leucopus and Mesocricetus auratus. Hence when the two light
pulses are closer together, the assumption of a constant PRC is probably violated. The
action of the two pulses probably distorts the PRC such that the system no longer acts
as a phase-only oscillator. A possible reason for this distortion is that the PPs has
affected the internal phase relationship between oscillatory components such as a
Morning and Evening component.
The distortion of the oscillation is of course observed also in the duration of daily
activity α. Compression of α by shortening PPs was clearly visible in wildtype mice,
both those with τ shorter and those with τ longer than 24 h (Fig. 8.4). α Compression
also was observed in the mCry2-/-, but not in mCry1-/- On the per mutants the study
unfortunately yielded to little data, because of a tendency towards arrhythmicity and
sloppyniess that precluded the assessment of a in most individuals. Interestingly, there
was a single mPer2 mutant that retained a clear rhythm and entrained throughout
without a trace of α compression. This calls for a further follow-up to obtain more data
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on these mutants, possibly employing complete rather than skeleton photoperiods.
The present conclusion from this study must be that for a single modfied genotype,
mCry2-/-, α compression was observed and this refutes the prediction from the
molecular E/M model (Daan et al. 2001) that any dysfunctional gene among the four
should render either E or M dysfunctional and thereby abolish a compression. While
this is not the case, the complete absence of a compression in mCry1-/- and in the one
mPers mutant where the phenomenon could be assessed calls for new interpretations
at the molecular level as well as for further and more complete data sets.
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